ABSTRACT In the field of instant voice communication (IVC) steganalysis, the traditional detecting methods are mainly based on supervised learning scheme that results in a large amount of complex manual pre-processing training data set. The accuracy of supervised learning scheme can be easily destroyed by the difference between the distribution of training and testing data set in the actual voice application. The disadvantages of this method are obvious in the big data environment. In this regard, this paper initially introduced a novel semi-supervised hybrid learning detection model for the IVC network. This provides the progress of manually annotating training data set that has been removed to solve the problem of complex operations and poor applicability in classifier. Therefore, this model has a simpler structure and more extensive detection scopes with the huge amount of data. Then, we designed a multi-criteria fusion module that can automatically generate the pseudo-label set from testing data set to train the classifier model. Thus, our scheme will not be affected by the distribution shift. In this module, we defined the confidence level and representative level to judge the feature vector for pseudo-labeled. Through the experimental analysis, the low bit-rate speech coding steganalysis (G.723.1/G.729/iLBC speech codecs) is analyzed on quantization index modulation that are common codecs in the IVC network. The results show that our method has higher accuracy than un-supervised method. The proposed approach is less affected and more accurate than the previous supervised methods through the distribution of different training and testing data sets. The experiments also proved that our method can be deployed in the different kinds of the IVC codec by considering huge amount of data set.
I. INTRODUCTION
In today's fast-developing era, technology is developed, information is circulated, people are connected more and more through social networking, and the network facility and personal electronic devices are growing rapidly. Under this environment, the concept of ''big data'' should come into existence. The four aspects of big data are acquisition, storage, management and analysis. It greatly exceeds the scope of traditional database software operation capabilities, with a large data scale, rapid data flow, diverse data types and low value density features. The big data is often composed of multi-source content that includes images, video, audio, text, spatiotemporal data, and wireless communication data. However, the analyzation and processing of big data, and getting valuable information as well as low-cost methods are the challenging problems due to huge amount of data [1] . Several researchers have proposed diverse strategies in the big data processing in the different fields. The diverse strategies such as, Bayesian learning methods in a non-Gaussian image feature modeling to overcome the problem of predetermined optimal number of hybrid components in big data [2] . The novel bounded Bayesian matrix decomposition method is also applied to the processing and supporting of image big data [3] . At the same time, voice big data analysis technology is also mature and inextricably linked with mobile communication with the development of big data. The instant messaging (IM) is now the No.1 application used by netizen to get on the internet, especially instant voice communication (IVC) [4] - [8] . However, the lawbreakers and cyber attackers can easily get the data due to popularization of instant messaging. They can hide and propagate illegal messages by utilizing information steganography techniques, and instant messaging tools, which is a colossal menace to society and public security [9] - [13] .
Steganalysis is a science of detecting hidden messages using steganography. The goal of steganalysis is to distinguish stego-objects (objects containing a secret message) from cover objects with little or no knowledge of stenographic algorithms. The simplest method to detect stenographical encoded packages/files is to compare them to know the original files. Comparing the package against the original file will yield the differences caused by encoding the payload and thus, the payload can be extracted. Nowadays, steganalysis has become increasingly important in computer forensics for IM system to track and screen texts/audios/videos that are suspected of criminal and terrorism activities, and to prevent leakage of an unauthorized data for information security.
In contrast, steganalysis is largely unexplored so far in media streams (like IVC). In this regard, Bao et al. [14] presented a speech stream detection method based on information entropy. Huang et al. [15] raised up a steganalysis algorithm based on poker detection and double hiding to detect LSB steganography in the voice frame. However, all these techniques can only give a good feedback to the target algorithm. Liu et al. [16] also proposed a general detection method for extracting Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficient (MFCC) to test the sample set, and achieved a certain accuracy detection for multiple data steganography techniques. Koçal et al. [17] utilized the impact of chaos characteristic to hide the information on the voice channel, and put up with a blind-steganalysis method based on Lyapunov exponent and pseudo adjacent fraction. Krartzer and Dittmann [18] designed a method through extracting the features of speech domain and MFCC for training and categorization. The blindsteganalysis algorithm can be applied to many sorts of hiding secret information on media data. These kinds of steganalysis techniques can be implemented to a wide range of realm. Nevertheless, most of the steganography schemes have small impact on instant voice communication due to which the accuracy of detection is not high in this area. Furthermore, in order to meet the voice detection of steganography for IM, some scholars have also proposed corresponding algorithms. For instance, Janicki et al. [19] raised a detection method based on MFCC coefficient and Gaussian mixed model. This method is effective to apply in various speech codecs, including G.711/G.726, Speex7/G.729 and etc.
Our previous work [20] proposed a sliding windows-based steganography detection approach. In this approach, the RS algorithm is highly simplified to reduce detecting time and to meet the needs of instant detection. Under a simulated lab environment with a carrier of G.711, the proposed approach can handle the monitoring and detecting work of large number of channels, with a good result of 5 % embedding rate. In this work, we are focusing on the universality and practicability of steganalysis method for instant voice communication network (IVCN).
As discussed, the IVC steganalysis schemes is based on supervised learning detection method. The method is mostly used for the classifier, and the training needs to be done with manually annotated training data set, in order to get the training model. As compared to statistic methods, supervised learning detecting method has higher accuracy. A new strategy for decorrelation of neutral vector variables significantly improves the performance of supervised learning [21] . The proposed Bayesian estimation of Dirichlet hybrid model and Bayesian with inference variation [22] . The Estimation Model also optimizes the parameter estimation of statistical modeling in sample learning [23] . However, there are still exists some problems in the field of steganography detection for IVCN and is given as follows.
1) First of all, the manipulations under practical environment are more sophisticated. Before deploying the employment, large quantities of manually annotated data are needed to be trained by classifier during a long period. The difficulties of generating and annotating training data sets can limit this kind of method to be widely applied. 2) Secondly, the performance will be sharply decreased even inapplicable when there is a mismatch happens between the testing and training data set. In actual voice application environment, codecs and contents as well as language or mood by speakers will impact on data distribution in an instant communication. This will lead to an unstable performance in the actual environment, and have a serious effect in the accuracy rate of the detection method based on supervised learning. In contrast, most of the work done is considered unsupervised learning for detection method due to the fact, that supervised learning is somehow difficult to be implemented in practical environment. Therefore, several researchers have explored the prospect of data steganalysis system with unsupervised classification. However, unsupervised classification has lower accuracy in the field of steganalysis. Therefore, we design multiple criteria fusion detection scheme for IVCN based on semi-supervised learning. Thus, the goal of our work is to design multiple criteria fusion detection scheme for IVCN based on the systematic model of VoIP steganography detection [24] - [27] . This approach is based on semi-supervised learning to classify the under-test features, properly solved the problems of complex manipulation of detecting preprocessing, and low performance of traditional steganalysis method in speech channel. The proposed approach also improves the accuracy under actual environment. During the process of speech channel steganography detection, our method has no such the hand picking and notation process for the training data set, which is replaced by pseudo-labeled data set generated automatically in our system. The pseudo-labeled data set is doing the training data set job in the classifier. Then, we introduce the concepts of confidence level and representative level. The confidence and representative levels decide the performance of our semisupervised learning detection system for IVCN. In summary, the main contributions of this paper are given as follows:
• We propose a novel structural model for the detection of hiding secret information in IVCN. The multiple criteria fusion module is the steganalysis is based on semi supervised learning. This will contribute to exert the feature judgment of the training data set. The proposed architecture also resolves the problem of complex detection manipulation, and improves the efficiency and accuracy of classification in the practical application environment.
• We also propose a method of optimizing the selflearning module in the steganalysis system by utilizing calculation of representative level. By reducing the weight of mismatched data sets in the training process to make the impact lower on classification accuracy, we effectively work out the problem of mismatching between the training and testing data set.
• We come up with a data annotation method based on the calculation of confidence level of features. On the basis of calculating the features of representative level, we add a polling weight mechanism between confidence level (based on unsupervised detection) and self-learning detection. This results the general features of confidence level. Finally, we pick up higher pseudo-labeled vectors to do the expansion of initial pseudo-labeled feature data set by exploiting the confidence level and representative level criteria.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II and Section III present the related work and the structure of steganalysis model, respectively. Section IV elaborates the proposed steganalysis algorithm. Section V illustrates the experimental verification of our proposed scheme, along with the data detection accuracy, followed by the numerical results, evaluation and discussions. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In recent research, there are two categories for the detection of IVC steganography, i.e., (A) steganalysis based on IVC networking protocol, and (B) steganalysis based on IVC data carrier.
A. STEGANALYSIS BASED ON IVC NETWORKING PROTOCOL:
Generally, the data can be tampered in some fields of networking protocol in order to reach the destination of covert communication. In other words, it will give away network performance to make data packet modulations. Most of the detection schemes are worked out based on abnormal behavior patterns detection [28] . This means to estimate whether the data steganography exists or not, through the statistics of features protocol. For instance, Zhao and Ansari [29] analyzed the sequence number (SEQ) and and source identifier (SSRC) fields in the normal flow of RTP protocol. The authors designed the statistical model on the strength of dynamic features. In addition, due to the network characteristics and structure, network packets always obey some kinds of specific distribution. This will analyze the statistical data to efficiently detect the data steganography behavior based on time features of data packets. For example, Peng et al. [30] proposed a Kolmogorov-Smirnov algorithm to estimate the distribution of data packets' interval time. It turns out the interval time of packets under data steganography to conform the superposition of both Gaussian distribution of network state, and the distribution of steganography randomness. Hence, this scheme can be used to precisely decide the steganography behavior. However, it is much more facile to detect the steganography schemes based on networking protocol in IVC, because of the obvious pattern or the specific distribution. Therefore, recently more and more cyber-attacks occur to unhide the secret information on data carriers in the network.
B. STEGANALYSIS BASED ON IVC DATA CARRIER:
As compared to the IVC networking protocol, IVC data carrier is a kind of steganalysis technique that contributes some beneficial progresses. For example, Li et al. [31] designed a QIM steganalysis approach based on code-word distribution that is remarkable under multiple carrier by applying QIM steganography. On the other side, Tian et al. [32] using matrix code to reduce the modifier of carrier, and decreases the detection ability. These works figured out that IVC covert the channel that has a great deal of hiding capacity. In results, it can substantially reduce the modification towards the carrier after hiding information and thus, increase the difficulty of detection. In another article, Ren et al. [33] proposed a method for detection of adaptive multirate (AMR) audio steganography, according to the probability of same pulse positions to increase in the same track. Finally, this paper is also the extension of our previous approach to derive the effectivity of IVCN [31] . This work also evaluates the proposed scheme with G.723.1/G.729A/iLBC, as the codecs of the cover speech and compare it with our previous work.
III. THE STRUCTURE OF STEGANALYSIS MODEL
This section analyzes the existing information of hiding detection models for IVC. We also propose our novel VOLUME 6, 2018 architecture that can be better to adapt to the real environmental condition.
A. TRADITIONAL MODEL FOR DETECTION OF STEGANOGRAPHY IN IVCN
In the existing detection system of steganography for IM, the supervised learning classification method is taken into account for steganalysis algorithms such as, support vector machine (SVM). Previously, the proposed scheme in [31] utilized SVM to classify the extracted features in steganography detection on VoIP. References [34] and [35] are about a steganalysis model for H.264 video encoding format by extracting features from the prediction frame, and the motion vector. The authors utilized the SVM classifier to achieve detection results. Ker and Pevný [36] presented a steganalysis scheme based on anomaly detection for JEPG, also by 1-class SVM (otherwise known as SVDD). Wen et al. [37] designed a rapid incremental learning algorithm of AdaBoost for vehicle image classification. Therefore, the traditional detection of steganography for IVCN can be in the similar structure, as shown in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1 , the detection system is based on supervised learning. It utilizes labeled training data set to train classifier manually, and then obtains the training model. Only after the training is completed, the classifier can be able to classify the feature vectors and output the result. Compare to statistical methods, the detection method based on supervised learning owns higher accuracy. However, this kind of method has limitation in detection of actual IVC steganography in a wider range. The limitation includes the difficulty of generating data set, labeling training data set, and the problem of mismatch distribution between training and testing data sets in the real environment. To solve these problems, we propose a general structure which is a kind of architecture model adapted to detection in the realistic environment. Therefore, we present our proposed model ''semi-supervised learningbased steganalysis scheme'' for instant voice communication (SSLSS) in the next subsection.
B. THE PROPOSED DETECTION MODEL BASED ON SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING FOR IVCN
In this subsection, we propose semi-supervised learningbased steganalysis scheme (SSLSS) for instant voice communication. We divided this subsection into three categories i.e., model design, initialization module and multi-criteria fusion training module.
1) MODEL DESIGN
The general structure based on semi-supervised learning detection designed in this paper can be divided into two parts: Initialization Module and Multi-Criteria Fusion Training Module. Initially, the detection system generates the pseudolabeled feature vector data set through self-learning method. Second, it uses this data set to train supervised learning classifier. Third, the training result gives feedback to expand the pseudo-labeled feature data set, and improve the quality of training set. Finally, when the termination condition is achieved, the Multi-Criteria Fusion Training Module obtains the best optimization of the supervised learning effects under current condition.
In the detection process, it does not need the artificial selection and labeled training set at the beginning. The initialization process is automatically finished by detection system that can be regarded as the unsupervised detection process. In addition, the system utilizes supervised learning classified method to improve the capability of classification through self-learning in order to generate the automatic labeled feature data set. As the training and testing data set come from the same sample database, the model can avoid the problem of instability of classification performance caused by mismatch distribution. The structure of the specific model is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
2) INITIALIZATION MODULE
The initialization module is explained as follows.
• Extract and select feature vectors from the IVC data set (Data-Origin), which is to be captured in the similar intercepted stream and storage stream modules, and obtain the feature vector set to be tested (Feature-Origin).
• Conduct a relative relaxed screening by the category of representative level calculation (Ref. Section IV-A), and screen out the higher specific point in Feature-Origin. This is due to the fact that most of them are non-hidden secret messages in the real instant voice communication data. Hence, the data with low specific degree are possibly normal.
• According to the screening result, search the corresponding communication data from Feature-Origin, then execute the target steganalysis algorithm for detecting, and acquire the reversed hidden secret data set (Data-Stego).
• Extract and select features from Data-Stego, next combine with the screened Feature-Origin set to form the input of Multi-Criteria Fusion Training Module i.e., RD = {r m | m = 1, 2, · · · , N }, where RD is the mutil-criteria fusion training module, and r m is the feature vector.
3) MULTI-CRITERIA FUSION TRAINING MODULE
Multi-Criteria Fusion Training Module has a circulating structure and real-time detection of process. It optimizes the training set that can be used to achieve high accuracy of classification. The steps include in the multicriteria fusion training module is given step by step as follows. 1) Initially, we use unsupervised learning classification method to obtain pseudo-labeled feature set for training classifier. After then, it requires the feedback on training effect by calculating the confidence level of supervised learning classification.
2) Use the feedback result to expand pseudo-labeled training data set until it cannot be expanded anymore. The output is calculated based on the detection model after finishing training. The processes and algorithm parts will be described in detail in the next section, (Ref.
Section IV-B).
IV. DETECTION ALGORITHM
In this section, we will introduce our core algorithms based on the above models. We also focus on the calculation of confidence level and representative level in the proposed modules as discussed in the previous section.
A. SOLUTION TO DATA MISMATCH DISTRIBUTION PROBLEM BASED ON REPRESENTATIVE LEVEL CALCULATION
As discussed above, the paper figure out a high confidence and representative feature data set while generating the pseudo-labeled data set. We define category representative level and category confidence level of the feature vectors to quantize the confidence and representative level of pseudolabeled feature. Therefore, this section will introduce the specific calculation method of feature category representative level in detail. 1) For any two feature vectors, i.e., r m , r i in RD, use the cosine similarity to calculate the similarity sim (r m , r i ) between feature vectors and is given as:
2) For any feature vector r m in RD, N similar sim (r m , r i ) values of this vector is in descending order. Therefore, we calculate the category of the representative level of a vector r m , according to the arithmetic mean of first K similar values. This is given as:
3) For RD, calculate the average representative level R ave , according to representative level of each feature vector R (r m ) .
In summary, we can build the judgment about the feature vector in the set to find out whether it is appropriated to represent the category by calculating feature vector's representative level. However, if the value of representative level is higher, then it is closer to the vector in the same category, and more suitable to represent the classical value of its own category. On the contrary, if a vector owns low category representative level then it must be far from the other vectors. Thus, it is not suitable to represent the classical value of relative category.
Next, we will combine the use of the category representative and confidence level of feature vector calculation methods. It is aimed to generate the self-learning pseudo-labeled data set, and design the flow chart of multi-criteria fusion training.
B. MULTI-CRITERIA FUSION TRAINING METHOD BASED ON CONFIDENCE LEVEL CALCULATION
In the existing methods, supervised learning detection is mainly based on artificial selection, and labeled training set to get classification with high accuracy. On the other hand, unsupervised learning classification does not need to label the feature vector instead of adopting cluster method to detect abnormal vector and to obtain the classification result without influence of distribution shift.
Different to existing methods, this paper defines the category representative level criterion in Section IV-A. We calculate the category confidence level C MGC (r i ) based on unsupervised learning classification method, and category confidence level C SVM (r i ) based on self-learning classification method, independently. After then, we calculate the general category confidence level C (r i ) based on vote weight mechanism. Finally, we select pseudo-labeled vector which both two values are higher to expand initial pseudo-labeled feature vector set. The category credibility confidence level and multi-criteria fusion process is given as follows. The method is explained as follows. We use Fisher linear discriminant to structure the decision interface of two classes of sample by unsupervised learning classification that is given by
When g (r) > 0, r belongs to Sort 1, and when g (r) < 0, then r belongs to Sort 2. The projected vector W and intercept ω 0 are to be calculated as: By calculating the mean value i.e., µ i = 1 N i r∈ω i r, and scatter matrix i.e.,
we can then obtain: 
By this stage, the distance d(r) from the vector to the decision interface can be considered to be the category confidence level strength of the feature vector si(r).
2) Then, normalize the category confidence level strength, and calculate r m category confidence level
3) For feature set RD, calculate the category representative level R (r m ) of any r m in RD; 4) Select the feature vector which has the most higher absolute value in confidence level C MGC (r m ). The representative level R (r m ) is higher than the average degree R ave through weighted calculation in RD to generate pseudo-labeled feature set RI. 5) Utilize the initial pseudo-labeled feature set RI to train the self-learning detection classifier (we plan to use SVM classifier), and use the trained classifier to classify the complementary set of RI in RD, which is RC=RD-RI. Utilize the result of classification to calculate the category confidence level C SVM (r i ) of each feature vector r i in RC:
Here, w T r i + b, represents the distance from the vector r i to the classification hyperplane. 6) Calculate the general category confidence level C (r i ) of r i , based on the category confidence level C MGC (r i ) and C SVM (r i ) from different classification results by
7) Select pseudo-labeled vectors of which absolute value are higher. Under the comprehensive study the general category confidence level C (r i ) and category representative level R (r i ) of r i , generate pseudo-labeled increase set S, which is given by
8) If ''S'' is not an empty set, then ''S'' can be added into the initial pseudo-labeled feature set RI, (back to (5)). However, if S is an empty set, then output the result of the trained classification model and terminate.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we introduce the experimental results, and analysis to support our work. We choose ITU-T G.723.1, G.729 and iBLC as an instant communication speech codecs in the experiments. We also adopt the quantization-indexmodulation steganography approach given in our reference [32] , for testing steganography method. We evaluate the performance of the proposed detection scheme of steganography for IVCN. Our experiments focus on the following key events.
1) The transformation between frequency histogram of Line Spectrum Frequency(LSF) coding vector and transfer matrix followed by time probability.
2) The steganography algorithms of RAM-QIM and CNV-QIM.
3) The consideration of supervised/unsupervised detection model. 4) The comparison of detection performance in the case of mismatch condition or not, at last we analyze the relevant reasons.
A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA SETS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
According to the different experimental requirements for encoding and embedding, we generate original/hiding secret data sets. In supervised learning method, we utilize 75% data set in the experiment is to train the SVM classifier. The rest of 25% data set in the experiment data set is to test the accuracy of detection. Nevertheless, the mismatch data set is directly available in mismatch accuracy experiments to test the accuracy of the trained supervised learning-based SVM classifier in the case of mismatch condition. The data set selection for IVC is given in Table 1 .
Through experiments (Ref. Table 2 ), the proposed method in this paper (SSLSS) can detect the speech steganography approach encoded with ITU-T G.723.1/G.729A/iLBC speech codecs. This is due to the fact that all the three codecs have linear predictive coding process, and all the data frames have LSF coefficient. Therefore, the proposed scheme can detect various QIM steganography methods, in which LSF coefficient is embedded secret information. In other words, SSLSS is applicable for steganography approaches modified LSF coefficient, and extremely suitable to various IVCN codecs. Meanwhile, the test speech coding segment length should be more than 5s, otherwise the detection accuracy will be lower and unstable, due to the impact of pseudo-labeled data set size as discussed in Section V-C. It is obvious from Fig. 3 , that for RAN-QIM and CNV-QIM in ITU-T G.723.1/G.729A/iLBC speech codecs, the detection VOLUME 6, 2018 accuracy of proposed scheme becomes to be steady after 4 or 5 iteration times, when the length of test speech coding segment is no less than 8s. Instead, in the case of shorter length, the accuracy value will be terribly lower and far more irregular. Hence, it is apparent that we should try to avoid the occurrence of that case. Fig. 3 also depicts that the detection accuracy of RAN-QIM and CNV-QIM achieves about 85 % and 80 %, respectively. In particular, the accuracy value for ITU-T G.729A is even more than 90 %. For different embedding methods, the detection accuracy of CNV is slightly lower, and the pseudo-labeled data set will be lower too. The reason is that CNV method reduces the signal distortion that creates difficulty in detection in the embedding process as compared to RAN algorithm.
It is important to find out the effect of different speech codecs in diverse situation. These results are illustrated in Fig. 4 (a) -(f) . Since the codebook capacity of ITU-T G.729A encoded bitstream is smaller therefore, the dimension of probability transition matrix dimension is lower. This can reduce the number of training required by the code-word in the feature extraction process. Thus, it requires the lowest speech coding fragment length in three code formats. These figures also show that at 10s segment and at 3 iteration times, the accuracy of G.729A speech codec reaches to a nearly steady state. The impact of increasing the length of the speech segment becomes unclear. As for the other two code formats i.e., G.723/iLBC, it requires even more than 20s of speech segment in order to achieve stable detection accuracy.
Next, the simulations aim to demonstrate the proposed steganalysis approach efficacy in comparison to our previous work [31] . Fig. 5 (a) -5 (f) depict a scenario where the speech coding segment length increases, compared with unsupervised learning method. The accuracy of the proposed scheme improves 10 percent in general. Whereas, the accuracy is lower from 4 to 9 percent as compared to supervised learning method. The reason is that the size of pseudo-labeled data set does not reach the size of supervised learning training approach i.e., 50 % data size in SSLSS, while supervised learning method can achieve 75 %. Besides, wrong selected points (namely noise) may exist in pseudo-labeled data set in SSLSS, this part of analysis can be seen in Section V-C. However, to avoid the mismatch distribution of training and testing data sets, the proposed scheme has obvious advantages under this situation as compared to supervised learning method, and the accuracy value is improved from 5 to 10 percent.
C. THE IMPACT OF SIZE OF PSEUDO-LABELED DATA SET TO OUR METHOD
We take 10 seconds for the speech segment. For example, the pseudo-labeled data set size varies with iteration times under different encoding and embedded algorithms as mention in Table 4 . From the Table 4 , it can be notice that when the number of iteration to be 4 or 5, the size becomes approximately stable at 50 %. In other speech segment lengths, when the initial pseudo-labeled data sets generally are concentrated between 15 % and 25 %, the final size of the pseudo-labeled data set will be different (Ref. Table 3 ). Since the accuracy of unsupervised classification for 3s/5s segment is too low, consequently the pseudo-labeled data set can be extended VOLUME 6, 2018 by iteration is limited, and many data are still inaccurate (that is noise). This results in the final size of pseudolabeled data set that is generally not higher than 30 %, and lower detection accuracy in both two voice segments experiments. Nevertheless, the situation is quite similar for the other voice segments such as, 8s/10s/20s/30s/60s/90s/120s.
The final size of pseudo-labeled data sets can be increased between 44% and 55%, respectively. Consequently, the noise in initial pseudo-labeled data is rare, steadily improving the accuracy of SSLSS because in such cases, the unsupervised classification accuracy rate is higher. We should observe two main points by analysis of pseudo-labeled data set. These two points are given as follows.
1) When structuring the pseudo-labeled data set in the proposed scheme, the larger sample segment of initial pseudo-labeled data set should be preferred, in particular, not less than 8 seconds.
2) The accuracy of unsupervised method is feasible in the core foundation of the semi-supervised learning steganalysis scheme.
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, we focus on the flexibility and adaptability of detection approach for IVC steganography. In general, our contributions are twofold. First, different from the traditional supervised learning-based steganalysis models for speech cover, we introduce the semi-supervised detection model of IVC steganography, in which it removes complex manual preprocessing in pre-deployment, and solve the problem of complex real operation and poor applicability. Compared with our previous unsupervised and supervised learning steganalysis schemes, the proposed approach (SSLSS) has several advantages for IVCN. Second, we discuss the calculation of confidence and representative level to determine the performance metric of the proposed system. At the same time, mismatch distribution between training set and testing set does not exist in SSLSS. It reduces the impact of data mismatch distribution to detection accuracy. For speech steganography approaches encoded with G.723.1/G.729A/iLBC sources, the experimental results show that SSLSS promotes detection accuracy about 10% than unsupervised method, in particular, 5% to 10% in the case of mismatch condition. In this sense, SSLSS is more adaptive to varied instant message channel. Further, our work is the development to our previous research in order to provide the practical detection application, and can be deployed in different kinds of codecs for IVCN. 
